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FUJAL BEFORT
BE~SlBILITY STUDY OF A l2O-INCH ORBITING
ASTROt~OMJ:CAL TEL"ESCOPE
ABSTRACT
A proliminary Stt1dy hOI3 been IDtad~ on the F0l'\sibility oi a wrgGJ
(J.20-Inch Diameter) Diffraction Limted Orbiting Te lescopee The
following areas are discussed: Optical Design, Pri~ry ~J1irror,
Opt1.cal1rJorking and Testing, Alignment~ Structure, Thermal A1lelyoi8,
Microil".0teoroid Damage, and Guidance Inputs e Possible approaches aro
give~ for the solution of some of the IDOre difficult problems.
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FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A 120 INCH
ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE
1.0 INTRODUCTION
This i. the final report on a IItudy to determine the {ea.ibLlLty
of a IZO" diameter orbitina a.tronomical telelcope a. part of
the "Man in Space" program. The a.pectl of the problem to be
.tudied were .pecified in Ta.k Order NASl-130S-18, attached a.
Appendix 1.
The tel••cope hal been .hown to be fea.ible in that much of the
required hardware !alll within the pr••ent .tate-of-the-art. To
demon.trate the fea.ibility, a tele.cope i. delcribed that would be
adaptable to perform a great variety of experimenta. Complete
design of the t.l••cope was not attempted. In tho.e areas covered
by desian work, the desian wal not optimized beyond that needed to
demo~trate{ea.iItUity. The telescope ia generally of Ca'lIegrain
configuration with an liz primary mirror. Optical configuration.
are Usted in Table 1 an. include a range oIl.cal ratio. from lIZ to
1/100.
A .tructure of alwninum alloy ia provided. it wW be impractical to
thermally .hi.ld the structure sufficiently to hold the position of the
.econdary mirror within tolerance. However, an allgnment .y.tem
i. provided that will maintain the po.ition of the .econdary mirror
within proper limite de.pite thermal di.tol'tion of the .tructure. Field.
..I. W. FECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO .
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for moat of the cenfl'\JI'aUenl are large enough that there i. a high
probabUlty that all-let ,uldlng on .tarl withln the field can be
employed for any experiment.
The greatelt allvancement from the .tate-ol-the-art il in the primary
mirror. An flz p&raltolold, IZO" in dlameter and 01 dLffractlon
llmited performance repre.ent. a talk 01 conliderable magnltude.
However, there are very flrm rea.onl lor believing that thil mirror
can be made. The mirror would b, made of beryllium metal coated
with Kanisen to pr8vlde a pollibable lurfaCe. A manufacturing .equence
anel te.tins metbedl to be uled in preduclng thil mlrror are de.crlbeel.
Mea I urement of the position 01. the aecondary mlrror wlth relpect
to the prlmary mirror re,uirel the us. of an interferometer operating
over conslderable path lenith. A la•• r light lOurce wlll make such
an interferometer practlca1 althouch the interferometer may require
lome development work.
An arthU conception of the pOllible appearance .f the completed
tel••cope il Ihown in i'l.ure 1-1. While thil sketch may be techlllcaUy
inaccurate, the relative sb•• of the man and the telescope are
approximately correct.
oJ. W. F'ECKER DIVISiON AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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120-INCH ORBITING TELESCOPE
Optical Configuration.
TABLE 1-1
Focal Ratio Diffraction Limited Field.
(full field.
Angular Linear
Space Available
at Focal Plane
2 (Prime Focu.)
8(Cauegrain)
10( Catadioptr ic)
lS(Cauegrain)
4 arc .ec
1 min
46 min
3.3 min
.005-in
0.3-in
l6.5-in
1. 8 in.
Up to 10 x 10 - Used for
light gathering
16 X 16
16 X 16
16 X 16
•
30(Cauegrain).· Z min(flat field) 2.16
16 min(curved field) 17. 3
16X16
16X16
lOOt Catadioptric) 4.5 min 16.2 16X16
• AU aberrations taU within the Airy disk
•• Field curve. about 1" at a distance 8.6 in. off axis. This could be corrected
by refracting element. do.e to the focal plane for a more limited spectral range •
.J. W. FECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
~. 0 OPTICAL DESIGN
Optical configuration. for the telescope are .ketched in Figures 2-1
through l-6, and are li.ted in Table 1. The all reflecting .ystems
are of Caueirain configuration with the lIZ paraboloidal primary
mirror and hyperboloidal lecondary mirrors givin, effective focal
ratios of f/8, fIlS and f/30 at the focal plane 40 inches behind the
apex of the primary mirror. With the Cal8egrain configuration,
the field is normally limited by coma. It ie intere.ting to note
that with the f/30 configuration, the field i••lightly curved. The
.mall secondary of the f/30 configuration also allows the .y.tem to
be fully .hielded again.t light pauing directly to the focal plane.
Thl.••hiolding would not be nec••sary for most astronomical work,
but would be nece.aary if the telescope were to see a wide bright
£leld of view, for example, in photographing detail on the moon.
Since a paraboloidal primary i. u.ed, experiment. are po••ible
at prime focus. The extremely • mall, well corrected field makes
the prime focu. mo.t u.eful for experiment. in which the tele.cope
i. u.ed fDr itl liiht iatherina power, and in which re.o1ution is
not important.
In the coDfiguration .bown in figure 2-3, two refracting doubleh
are added to the f/8 Ca..egrain mirror. to obtain an e«ective fl10
focal ratio and diffraction limited performance in the vi.ible
~ -1
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z·z
spectrum over a 46 minute total field. The focal plane for thi.
configuration. whlch i8 mounted on an exten.lon piece, lies
Ilightly behind the iocal plane for the Ca••egrain arrangement•.
The refracting element. have .ome a.pheric .urfacel. In the
calculation. made during thi••tudy (to .how fea.lbllity) all the
a.pheric .uriace. '!"ere conic section.; however. it may be
nece ••ary to U8e one or two arbitrary aspheric. to finalize
the design.
Addition of a negative doublet ( Barlow len. ) to the £/30 Ca88egra in
.ystem convert. it to an effective focal ratio .of £/100 (all shown in
Figure 2 -5). The same .hielding can be applied to both the f /30 and
f /100 configuration., and the focal plane is moved back by the Barlow
lens.
The rang. of focal ratios i. greater than that normally provided. and
.hould satilly the need. of most experiment.. In addition to the
configuration. already di.cu..ed. there remalns the possibility of
apodization for mea.urement of extremely close binaries. This is
discussed in Appendix II and would be accompli.hed by adjulting the
re£lectivity of a secondary mirror. Thls would allow the tele8cope to
operate with itl ful1llght gathering power for mOlt of the experiment••
.J. W. F"ECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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3.0 DESIGN OF THE PRIMAR Y MIRROR
Traditionally, mirrors (or astronomical telescope. have been made
o( solid blanks of glass, pyrex, or (used quartz. These matedab can
be polished ea.Uy, have a low coefficience o( expansion, and are
quite dimensionally stable. However, when considering a large
mirror for space use, the relatively high weight o( the solid ceramic
blanks becomes a great disadvantage. A means of producing a light-
weight optical quality mirror is therefore required if the telescope
is to be feasible.
Considerable progress has been made in making fu.ed quarts mirror.
of lightweight construction at the Corning Glass Company. As part of
this study, Corning was contacted to determine i( a 120" diameter,
F /2, lightweight fused silica mirror blank would be feasible. Corning
feels that such a mirror blank could be made, and gave a "ball park"
quote of $1. 25 million. Their method of con.truction require. that
both the front anI! back (ace plate. of the sandwich construction be sagged.
Face plates would have to be made by faatq together .egment. of
l/Z inch to Z inch thick .Uica plate. The ribs separating the two face
plates would be non-continuous. Total weight of the mirror would be
about 5,000 pounds, and the time required to make the blank would be
about one year from the time the order (or the designed blank was placed.
oJ. W. FECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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Another approach to lightweight mirror construction is to use a metal
matf>rial. Of all the metals available, the most desirable combination
of properties is obtained with beryllium. Beryllium has a thermal
coefficient of expansion of about 6. I x 10-6,oF, which is much greater
than that of the ceramic materials. However, the muc,h greater
thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity would ensure that
gradients which would distort the mirror are kept to a minimum.
Calculations .how that for the same geometric configuration, and a
given 'flux environment as might be found in space, the thermal
distortions of the beryllium mirror at 700 F are far less than
that of a fused silica mirror. In addition, the low density of the
beryllium makes it considerably lighter than the fused silica mirror,
and the modulus of elasticity of 40 x 106 psi ensures that the mirror
is more rigid in resisting mechanical loads than a similar quartz
mirror.
Brush Beryllium Corporation, and Beryllium Corporation ot Amedca
were contacted to determine the fea.ibUity of making a IZO inch
diameter mirror blank. Brush Beryllium proposed that such a blank
could be made from a vacuum hot pres.ing of their QMV metal.
Beryllium cannot aot-mally be cast into useful form. because ex-
cenively large grains are formed. The normal procedure 18 to machine
the beryllium to form a pOwder of fine chip.. The pOwder i. then
con.oUdated by heat and preuure into a .oUd material. The
.... W. FECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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principal impurity of the resulting product is beryllium oxide.
which does not react with the base metal, and therefore does not
introduce any instability into the product. Brush B('l'yllium
now has a furnace and press capabity for compacting disks up
to about 80" in diameter. They feel that with larger facilities.
a 120" diameter blank could be made. The facility required
would cost approximately $500,000. The finished machine blank,
made roughly to the design shown in Figure 3 -1. would cost
slightly over one million dollars.
Beryllium Corp. believed that the blank could be made with
existing facilities, but some development work would be required
to develop the specific method. They propose that the piece might
be made by one of t.hree methods. The first would invE>lve making
the pressing to les s than 1000/0 density u~ing the Lyman Gordon
50,000 ton forging press. Small samples could be made at relatively
low cost to determine if this could produce a satisfactory product. The
second method would involve making a smaller diameter presaing
and forging it in increments (a hand forging proces8 ) to the required
120" diameter. In this case, tests would have to be made to de-
monstrate that the forged product would have the same stability
that has been observed in the vacuum hot pressings. The third
.... W. FECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO .
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method would involve the combined pressing and back extrusion. The
powder would be sealed into a steel can (which is the normal practice
in working beryllium) and would then be pressed between a waffle
shaped and a flat die. The metal would extrude back between the
segments of the waffle shape die to form the ribs of the mirror.
At the same time, the front face plate would be formE"d by a com-
pacting operation. The back face plate would have to be made separately.
oJ. W. rECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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4.0 OPTICAL WORKING AND TESTING
The most difficult tasks in the manufacture of the 120 inch orbiting
telescope will be that of making the f/2 primary mirror.· This
mirror is a paraboloid which must be figured to 1/10 wave, or
to about two millionths of an inch. A mirror of this size has
never been figured to such accuracy. However, there are sub-
8tantial rea80ns to enable one to consider this task a8 feasible
within the next two or three years. For terrestrial telescopes,
there has been no need to attempt to obtain diffraction limited
performance of the optics because of the basic limitations in
aeeing through the atmosphere. The 120 inch mirror at the
Lick Observ~toryhas been contour plotted, and it is felt that
its figure could be improved, .but no improvement in the per-
formance of the tele8cope would re8ult. Thus, there has been
no effort to make the best mirror possible.
Another determining factor to very precise figuring of large
conventional optic. is the great length of time required for the
large blanks to reach thermal equilibrium after working (and
during use in the observatories), which results in long waiting
period8 while very little optical work can take place during the
..... W. FECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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final figuring. With the beryllium material used in the present
mirror, the time required to reach thermal equilibrium is
significantly reduced.
This effect can be ob•• rved on the smaller beryllium mirrors
that are currently being made in a number of optical shops.
The time required to stabilize the figure of a beryllium mirror
is only a few minutes, while a similar quartz mirror might take
.everal hour •.
As the high .peed of the parabola is increased, the difficulties
encountered in manufacturing and testing are correspondingly
increased. The traditional method of producing a parabolic
mirror first involve. grinding and polishing to a near spheri..al
shape. Testa would then insure that the surface was a true sur-
face of revolution within acceptable limits. Parabolizing would
follow, being accomplished by polishing with small pitch laps.
The center would be deepened until tests verified that the sur-
face was a paraboloid.
This procedure is quite useful on slow paraboloids where the
paraboloid very closely approximates a sphere. As the speed
..J. W. F'ECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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and size of the parabola 18 increased, the deviation from a
spherical shape is increased. The ZOO inch f/3. 3 parabola
01. the Mt. Palomar telescope deviates from its vertex sphere
I
by 0.005 inch. Thi. mirro~ was parabolised by alternately
:
grlnding and polllhlng until teats showed that the figure was
very nearly tbe desired parabella. Then final figuring of the
mirror was accomplllhed by polishing.
Tbe lZ0 inch f/Z parabola deviates from its vertex sphere by
0.015 incbes. Since the Kanigen coating applied to the beryllium
to permit polisbing will be only 0.010 incbes thick, the parabolic
curve must be macbined into tbe blank before it is Kanigen coated.
Tolerances on tbe macb.1ned surface are critical to allow the max-
lmum amount of Kanigen for optical working.
Tbe blank, after being Kanigen coated, should aga1n bave the
paraboloidal shape generated in the surface. This operation
will minimize astigmatism and obtain a 8urface that is very
nearly a aurface of revolution. Accuracy of the parabolic curve
can &1ao be improved during tbis operation. To establish the
optical axia preciaely, the moat accurate bearing obtainable
should. be used for rotating the mirror during surface generation •
..1. W. FECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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A quick buffing operation to provide a reflective surface will
permit testing for astigmatilm by reimaging a pinhole through
null corrector lenaes from the center of curvature of the mirror.
This test. which is later described in more detail. is quite sensi-
tive to astigmatism and will permit a quick evaluation of astig-
matism even though fle .accuracy would still be quite poor by
optical standards. If the return image is circularly symmetric.
the surface is a surface of revolution. If it is not, further inter-
pr~tation by viewing the image inside of. and outBide of focus. is
often po.sible. In any case. the circular symmetry of the
generated surface will be evaluated.
Care will be required during polishing to avoid developing sharp
zones and to preserve and improve upon the surface of revolution.
A basic problem in polishing deep aspherics such as this is caused
by the fact that a perfect fit between the lap and work depends on
the relative position of the two pieces. In polishing flats and
spheres. the two pieces will fit. regardless of where the lap
is placed on the work. Small laps are often used during para-
bolizini to minimize the amount of mismatch. A flexible tool
can aleo be used to improve the fit. but it would be desirable to
oJ. W. F'ECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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make the tool stiff in the circumferential direction to make it
tend to maintain the surface of revolution. A small stroke also
keeps the mismatch to a minimum.
An optical generating and polishing machine is being built as
part of a classified Air Force program. The machine, as now
designed. will not clear a 120 inch diameter mirror. but modi-
fications to enlarge the clearance are feasible. The machine
(which is not classified) has an externally pressurized hydro-
static oil bearing. and should be stable to 6 micro-inche s radial
runout with a wobble of the axis of rotation of less than 0.2 arc
seconds. Tests of the table bearing have not been made at this
writing. A motorized spindle is provided for generating, which
traces a template to generate the desired curve. After completion
of the generating cycle. the generating equipment is removed and
replaced by a reciprocating polishing assembly.
Support of the mirror during the generating, polishing and testing
i. critical. During optical working. it is important that the mirror
be 8upported reasonably uniformly, and in such a manner that the
reactions to the external loads of polishing or generating are uni-
form in all azimuth directions. Otherwise. astigmatism may be
introduced by the support. For testing. the support must be uniform
..J. W. F"ECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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enough that the mirror does not deflect due to its own weight
by as much as one fourth of the accuracy to which the mirror
is being tested. A satisfactory .upport for both optical working
a:nd testing can be obtained by providing a great many springs,
each placed under the center of gravity of the segment of the
mirror which it is designed to support. The springs must be
soft enough and in great enough number that the differences in
the forces carried by the springs. due to mechanical non-uni-
formities (non flatne.s of the surface the spring rests on etc.).
do not deflect the mirror by more than 0.5 micro-inch in the
present case. The springs can then be well damped by surrounding
them with pitch. which serves to carry most of the transient load
of polishing. The springs should preferably be designed to be
stable under fairly high lateral loading so that the rotational
driving of the mirror can be accomplished through friction
with the pads on the springs. Pads of cork or rubber should
be provided to avoid the thermal affects of metal in contract
with the mirror. Rollers (With axis tangential) can be used to
provide radial support. They should be centered vertically
along the edge to minimize bending effects and should be
uniformly spaced around the periphery .
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After optical working, an interval of recovery time must be
allowed to permit the springs to return to their equilibrium
position before testing.
After the surface is polished. the figuring operations start.
The purpose is to locally polish the high zones to bring
the mirror to the desired curve. The main difficulty at this
point is that of optically testing the surface to determine the
actual curve. It will be necessary to figure the mirror to an
accuracy of about 1/10 wave, or about 2 micro-inches (although
the specification should be written in terms of the slope error
or the energy distribution within the image). Testing a fast
parabola to this accuracy presents 80me real problems and
no single test can be considered completely reliable for the
evaluation of the surface to this accuracy. Instead. a com-
bination of many tests must be used, and the results compared
to give confidence to the test results.
Common to all the test methods are the problems of a.tmos-
pheric disturbance and vibrations. The optical path lengths
will be long and turbulance or stratification of air within the
optical path can make results unclear or distort the path.
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Theee effects are caused by the variation of the refractive index
of the air with temperature. The initial t. sting can be performed
in air. A vertical testing position i. preferred to minimize
stratification effects; and this position is also convenient since
it allows testing without removing the mirror from the spindle
of the polishing machine. This is in keeping with the previous
comments about provision of a support suitable for both testing
and optical working.
As the figure of the mirror improves. atmospheric effects will
become more troublesome despite the vertical testing position.
For this reason, the optical path should be enclosed in sheet
plastic (polyethylene or mylar) and the enclosed space filled
with helium gas. Helium has a refractive index of 1. 000036
as compared to 1. 0002.93 for air. Since the refractive index
of helium is nearer unity, variations in temperature in the
helium will produce less variation of the refractive index,
and the aame turbulence will produce far less optical effecta.
As a final stage, it may be necessary to use a vacuum chamber,
and it ie advised that a vacuum chamber be used to check the
assembled system even though it may not be needed during
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figuring of the primary mirror. U sing a vacuum tank, atmospheric
effects can be entirely eliminated. The disturbance caused by the
atmdsphere is roughly a straight line function of pressure, so that
at 1.5 pounds per square inch absolute, the atmospheric effects
would be one tenth of what they would be in air. This relation is
complicated, of course, by the introduction of the vacuum chamber
itself into the test set-up.
Mechanical vibrations also present difficulties during accurate
testing of large optical elements. This problem is overcome
largely by vibration isolation systems. The generating and
polishing machine previously mentioned is mounted on a seismic
block having a natural frequency of about 1.4 cycles per second.
This serves to alternate vibrations of frequencies greater than
Z cps, the range of seismic disturbances. The structure supporting
the test equipment is also mounted on the seismic block. The
operator performing the test must be provided with a separate
support. The tests vary somewhat in their sensitivity to vibration.
Where the eye is the receiver, it can follow image motions up to
about 5 cps, and interpretation of the image is possible even though
photographic recording of the image detail is impossible. However.
the Hartmann test, which depends on the precise location of spot
..J. W. F'ECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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images that are photographically recorded. averages out any
vibration. that are present. In the present case. testing should
I
I
be performed with the equipment mounted on a seismic block.
The tests that would be performed on the mirror would include:
1. The Foucault test u.ing a null corrector at the center of
curvature.
l. Viewing a pinhole image through null correctors.
3. Wave front shearing interferometry.
4. Scatter fringe testing.
5. Scanning of the collimated beam with an autocollimator.
6. Collimation with a large test parabola.
7. Hartmann test.
A description of each of these tests follows:
The Foucault knife edge test is a clauic test and probably is
used more than any other optical test. A knife edge t:uts partially
across the image of a pinhole or slit that is formed by the optical
elements under test. The knife edge intercepts those rays that are
inclined toward it. and the view past the knife edge shows shadow
patterns that can he interpreted as high and low zones on the mirror .
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The moat basic arrangement is obtained in testing a sphere
where the pinhole and knife edge are placed adjacent to the
center of curvature and no additional optical elemems are re-
quired. To test a parabola at its center of curvature, two null
correcting lenses can be placed just beyond the vertex center
of curvature. The pinhole and knife-edge are then placed be-
yond these lenses, and the pinhole is reimaged at the center
of curvature. The difference in the behavior between the parabola
and a sphere is compensated by the null lenses. Care must be
used in fabricating and positioning the null lenses if accurate
results are to be obtained. Under ideal conditions, the inter-
pretation of errors on the order of .04 arc seconds may be
questionable. The test will be extremely useful in the -early
stages of figuring, but confirmation of the results by other
testing methods will be required during fina.! figuring. The
positioning of the null lenses is critical, and the lens position
is measured mechanically. Thiil provides a significant gain
in the accuracy of the test over the often used method of de-
termining the axial intercept of the reflected rays. It provides
a check that is free of the influence of auxiliary optics. The
caustic curve of the ff 2 parabola is 11.25 inches long, and is
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v. 9375 inches from the axis at the furthest point. Therefore,
a relatively large range of motion must be provided. The dis-
advantages of this test include the time required to cover a full
radius, the difficulty in opti~ally establishing the exact center
of curvature of an area. and the mechanical alignment and
measurement difficulties. While the test may approach the
desired accuracy. complete reliance on this test is not warranted.
In wave front shearing interferometry. a nearly spherical wave
front is passed through a beam splitter. One portion is rotated
slightly with respect to the other, and the wave fzonts are recom-
bined.
Deviations from a truly spherical wave front can be see>n as .
interference fringes if a monochromatic light source is used.
Photographic recording is normally employed, and data is taken
by measurement of the fringes on the photographic plate. Data
reduction, to convert the data to the mirror contour, can be per-
formed through a computer program. This test is quite promising
a s a means of evaluating the mirror surface.
In scatter fringe testing. a spherical wave front is formed at a
focus by a scatter fringe plate (that scatters part of the light
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uniformly in all directions while allowing the remainder of the
light to pass). The unscattered light is reimaged by the optical
system under test, and a portion of this light is scattered to form
a nearly spherical wave front. The two wave fronts are combined
and an interference pattern is obtained. The test is somewhat
similar to wave front shearing except that a spherical wave
front forms a basis of co.mparison so that interpretation of the
result. becomes easier. The physical test setup becomes more
critical, and the ability to test an fll cone (or even f/4 cone at
the center of curvature) to detect tenth wave errors is questionable.
An interel!ting test that has often been proposed is to scan the
collimated beam with an autocollimator. This test shl;>uld be
performed with a metal mirror. It consillts of positioning a
light source at the focus of the paraboloid, and intercepting the
collimated light with a scanning pentaprism which directs the
light to an autocollimator. Use of a long focal length autocollimator
will provide sensitivity to measure small angular deviations of the
collimated beam. The pentaprism is insensitive enough to small
rotations to allow a mechanical scanning mechanism to be used
even when testing to 0.05 seconds. The metal mirror has sufficient
oJ. W. F'ECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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reflectivity to reduce the difficulty of the photometric problems.
The most critical factors are the positioning of the light source
in the radial direction,and the size of the light source. Positioning
can be made non-critical by averaging the readings taken at equal
radii on opposite sides of the center. Tests during the early stages
of figuring might be automatically recorded using an automatic auto-
collimator. However, ,for measurements to 0.1 second or better,
there is no instrument now available that would fulfill the needs.
It is recommended that a final check for the completed system be
performed using a collimator, preferably one that will fill the full
120 inch aperture. An alternative would be to use a large flat to
autocollimate the syst~m. but a collimator will also be useful to
train an operator under conditions closely simulating those in
space. Since a large collimator will be available, thll: primary
mirror should be tested using this collimator, as well as at its
center of curvature. Most of these tests can be used in assessing
the mirror while testing with the collimator. as well as at the
center of curvature.
The Hartmann test is a basic test often used as a basis for
acceptance of a mirror. Its principal drawback is that it samples
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the surface at discreet points, and therefore doesn't evaluate
the overall smoothness of the mirror. The plate measurements
and data reduction are time consuming. although computers have
speeded the data reduction considerably. In this test, a diaphragm
having holes in a prearranged pattern is placed over the mirror.
A point source of light at the center of curvature illuminate s the
spots of the mirror that are exposed by the diaphragm, and pencils
of light from these holes converge at the center of curvature.
Photographic plates, located ahead of and behind the center of
curvature, intercept the pencils, causing spot patterns on the
plates. Measurement of the various spot positions provides an
accurate measure of the slope of the surface.
In performing this test on an f/2 parabola, the main problem will
be in balancing the diaphragm hole size. If the hole size is in-
creased, the aberrations become more serious; as the hole size
is decreased, the diffraction effects become dominant. While
rules of thumb have been .obtained for the optimum hole diamter.
these do not necessarily apply to a parabola as fast as f/2. How-
ever, it is felt that an accurate Hartmann test can be performed
on the mirror.
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5.0 ALIGNMENT
The most critical alignment problem is that of maintaining
centration of the secondary mirror on the optical axis. For
astrometry, the image center of gravity must correspond to the
geometric center to avoid biasection errors. Decentration of
the secanda.ry mirror in a Cassegrain system results in a
coma-like aberration. The length of the comatic image is
given by: I
where
E • 3m
16Fc
E • length of the comatic image
m • magnification of the secondary mirror
F c • focal ratio ef the Cass.grain system
~ : decentration of the seconc!ary mirror
When the length of the comatic image exceeds three times the
radius of the Airy disc. astrometric results are affected. Using
this criterion, the tolerances on centration of the secondary
mirror fer the various configurations becom.s:
IR. M. Scott. "Optical Engineering" Applied Optics 1. 388 (1962.)
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TABLE 5-1
Focal Ratio
f/8
f/10
fIlS
f/30
f/lOO
Decentration Tolerance
.0004-in.
.• 0004-in.
.OOOZ-in.
.0001-in.
.000 I-ln.
The tUt of the .econdary about its back focus is not critical,
and the actual tolerances on tilt are determined by the alignment
sensing .y.tem. Longitudinal displa.cement of tne lecondary .hould
be limited to the focal depth of the primary mirror or .000 IS-inchel.
The concept of a manned telescope allows an operator to align
the seconclary mirror to the required tolerances by viewing the
diffraction image of the star at the focal plane. The non-.ymmetry
of the iIa ge is fir.t evident a. a non-uniform light cllstrlbution in
the rings of the clilfractlon pattern. When the secondary mirror 11
adju8ted to the point where the eye cannot .ense non-uniformity of
Wumination in the first cllffraction ring. the secondary 11 then
centered within tbe above listed tolerances.
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Similarly, the axial spacing can be adjusted to minimize the
size of the Airy disc.
rings of a star image
telescope •
Thus the ibility to see the diffraction
represents a powerful tool in using the
, .
The actual alignment might proceed in two .teps. First, the
telescope would be pointed toward a bright field of view (the
earth or the moon), and a rough alignment would be obtained by
centering the reflected images of the primary and secondary with
reference to a mechanical draw tube at the focal plane. Second,
the image of a star would be examined on axis under l1igh
magnification. As explained above, the necessary preci8ion is
obtained by viewing the diffraction pattern.
Calculations on the inertia of the system indicate tnat a man at
the focal plane can view a star ina ge. The man would introduce
low frequency vibrations into the instrument if he were physically
attached to it, but his eye would probably be able to follow the
motion of the image if he minimized his own motion. The success
of this operation does depend on careful deaign of tile hardware
to avoid low frequency resonance". 1£ it sl10uld be determined that
it is ~mpractical for a man to view the image directly, an ima ge
relay device could be used •
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Calculations of thermal distortion of the structure have sbown
,
that there will be a cyclic wa.rping of the structure which will
move the secondary mirror radially about o. 025 -~ches total
. I
amplitude with a period of a.bout 90 mUlutes (obtained by
I
assuming that tbe maximum temperature gradient across the
structure is about 40 F). It appears to be impra.ctical to
attempt to reduce this value by additional thermal shielding
or by a thermal compenlating structure, as either alternative
would increase the weight and have questionable reliabUity.
Therefore, an alignment system must be provided whicb wW
sense and correct the position of the secondary witb respect to
the primary mirror once the correct position h.as been determined
by the methods already described.
The positioning of the secondary mirror must be controlled in
five degrees of freedom (rotation of th.e mirror about the optical
axis not having any affect on the aystem). Tbus, five measure-
ments must be made to "fix" the position of the secondary.
These measurements are: three length measurements between
the edge of the primary mirror and tbe secondary mirror
assembly, and two tUt measurements made by two single axis
automatic autocollimator.. An isometric Ichematic sketch of
J. W. FECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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tl1e system is al1.wn in figure 5-1. The two separate one-axis
autocollimators are used rather than a single two axis unit to
reduce the sensitivity of the measurements to rotation of the
secondary about the optical axis. The automatic autocollimators
will require some development which will essentially ~apt
presently existing instruments for this application. It would be
desirable to separate the elements requiring critical positioning
(the objective. beam splitter, and focal planes), and attach
these directly to the primary mirror. The heat producing
elements w.uld be mounted separately and thus be well isolated
from the main optical elements.
The distance measurements are made by Michelson interferometers.
as shown in Figure 5-2. Tb.e beam splitter divides the light.
some going tQ the cornel' reflector attached te the secondary
mirror. the remainder going to the other corner reflector which
serves as a reference. The corner reflectors return the beams
wb.ich are recombined at the beam splitter and produce interierSl ce
fringel. The phase wedge lerves to display the fringes as parallel
dark and light bands which are sensed by several photomultipliers.
More than the two lensors shown in the schematic sketch wID be
required, as wUl be evident from the discussion which follows •
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When the distance is changed by one-half the wave length of the
light, the interference fringes will move by a distance equal to
one fringe width. The use of multiple sensors allows sensing
of the direction of the moti,on and interpolation between a fringe.
If the reference path length were equal to the working path length,
a conventional monochromatic light source could be ul!ed.
H"OWever, space limitations and problems of stability of the system
make it mandatory that a short reference path length be used.
This is entirely feadble if a laser is used as the light .ource.
Dependable gas lasers operating in the vicinity of 6000 Angstrom.
are now avaUable. The size of the smallest available unit ia
decreasing, .0 it 18 felt that, for a program that wID necessarily
finish .evera! year. hence, the interferometer is feasible.
This application for an interferometer is ideal in that two of the
usual bothersome prOblems will be well under control. The high
vacuum environment will eliminate turbeulence from consideration,
and vibrations will necessarily be of small amplitude in the
tel••cope •
In order to h~ld the 8econdary mirror to within the tolerances
stated, the sensing units must be able to sense a small fraction
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of this movement. The alignment procedure will probably not
align the mirror to the center of the tolerance range. If the
servo system is allowed one-half of the total tolerance as a
working range, the sensors will have to sense a movement equal
to about one tenth the tot&1 tolerances, or 10 micro-inches radial
movement and 15 micro-inches axial movement. Because of
the unfavorable angle for determining radial movement with the
interferometers, 10 micro-inches of radial movement corresponds
to about Z. 7 micro-inches cb.a.nge in path length at the interfero-
meters. This corresponds to about one fifth fringe for 6000
Angstrom light. This amount of interpolation seems quite
reas onable •
The rotation of the secondary mirror that would not affect the
interferometers would be about an instantaneous center determined
by the intersection of the axes, along which the interferometer
measurements are made. This can be made to be the prime
focus of the primary mirror, thus making the sensitivity of the
automatic autocollimators quite non-critical. And in the present
state of the art, sensitivity to one tenth arc second ia obtained in
commercially available instruments .
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First order image motion due to motion of the primary mirror
during long exposures may reduce resolution. The belSt resolution
of the unit will no doubt be obtained by short exposures during
which time the actuators for positioning the secondary mirror
remain inactive. For longer exposures with the alignment system
operating, there will necessarily be some loss of resolution. The
estimated maximum lengths of exposure without loss of reaolution
due to thermal warping of the structure t varies from about Z
seconds to 30 seconds t depending on the position in orbit at the
time of exposure .
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6.0 STR UCTURE
The function of the structure is to maintain the proper space
relation.hip between the optl.cal elements, or at lea8t to maintain
these relation.hips closely enough to permit the alignment system
to perform ita function. Vibrations are critical during operation.
The structure must allO provide suppqrt for the optical elements
through t\1e launch phaae, and it is this requirement that determines
mllch of the structure. In addition, the unit must b~ telted in an
environment with gravity.
Almost all the req,uirement. favor a sUU structure having natural
frequencies a. high as po.8ible. A large amount of damping is
preferable with a. much of the damping in the dimen8ionally les.
critical region. as possible (thi. avoids the problem of in.trumentation
not remaining stable becau8e of the Coulomb damping eUects). A
high thermal conductivity and low weight are desirable. As di.cu.sed
in more detail in the "Thermal Analysil" .ectlon, the thermal distortion.
of the structure prOVide the greatest disturbance to the telescepe. The1'.
wUI be thermal gradients and variations in the mean temperature which
will bend the structure and vary the spacings between the elements.
Thermal shielding is provided to control the structural di.tortion to
reasonable values, this being achieved by holding the thermal gradients
..J. W, FECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO .
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to no more than 4 F difference in temperature between any two
points on opposite lide. of the satellite.
The optical de8ign has placed the primary mirror, the refracting
element". and the focal plane do"e enouih together that an
aluminum alloy connecting structure will serve to maintain the
spatial relationehips in the 8e thermal environments without additional
compensation. The secondary mirror, however, is both far away
and critical in its positioning. A separate automatic alignment
system is provided to maintain a constant spatial relationship between
the primary and secondary mirrors. Thl. greatly reduce8 the
requirement on the main tube structure for dimen.ional stability.
An aluminum alloy, honeycomb sandwich tube 1. used for the main
structure. This construction provides a relatively stiff structure
with excellent damping characteri stics.
The structure is made almost entirely of aluminum alloys. The use
of a single material avoid. problems caused by differential expan.ion
under the varying temperature conditione. Aluminum ha. the
advantages that: (1) excellent strength. to weight ratios are available,
(2) it has a high thermal conductivity. (3) it is easily worked. and
therefore available in many forms, (4) it is ductile, and therefo,re
more eas ily de signed to with.tand the launch environment, (5) a wide
range of surface absorbtivities are available by common surface
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treatments, and (6) it i8 non-magnetic. The 8e advantages
are suUicient to overcome the .light disadvantages of the
high thermal coefficient of expansion and low ela.tic modulus.
During operation, the following will be vibration inputs to the
structure:
1. The inertial wheels and gas jets used lor stabilizing
and pointing.
2. Mechanical modulators for the guidance system
star trackers.
3. The secondary mirror positioning line pointing
actuatorll working at the focal plane.
4. Any moving parta in the experimental package.
While it ill anticipated that the operator will perform alignment
!uncti.n8 at the tele8cope, he will not be in contact with the
structure during operation, therefore he is not considered as a
vibration input to the structure. It can be shown that in order to
move the entire telescope structure 0.01 arc seconds, a one pound
mass would need to be moved only 0.072 inches in a direction
perpendicular to the optical axis at the focal plane. While it
could not be expe cted that a man would rema in this 8till if in
contact with the structure, it i. apparent that the large mass of
the tele.cope i. quite helpful in making mechanical disturbances
from the s. various vibration inputs le88 critical. It would appear
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that motion of the entire tele scope structure caused by these
vibration inputs will be negligible. The remaining problem
is one of avoiding re sonance in the structural members. Study of
the interactions between structural vibrations and the various servo
.ystem. using an analog computer will be necessary.
The launch mode will be as similar to the operating mode as is
possible to minimize the conversion to be made by the operator.
Additional bracing and damping of the secondary mirror assembly
will stiffen and protect it, particularly against torsional o8cillatlonl
about the optical axis.
During launch, the primary mirror will be held down with cushions
bearing against the front lurface at the outer 10" of periphery of the
mirror. The back surface will be supported by segmented bladders,
inflated and with air pressure control so as to maintain a constant
preload on the mirror. With the mirror held in this manner, it.
natural frequencies in bending are 300 cycles per second or higher,
and the mirror can withstand a loading of 18 gls without exceeding a
unit stre ss of 300 p.i in the beryllium. Tests of micro-yielding of
beryllium have indicated a micro-yield point of 300 psi. Radial
support will be provided during launch by a number of bladders
bearing against the outer periphery of the mirror. In addition, the
center portion of the mirror will be somewhat dampened by a bladder
•J W. FECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO .
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bearing against the central hole of the mirror and the central
tube. All these bladders are to be removed after the launch
by the operator, and the bladder support will be replaced by a three
point kinematic support which will control the position of the primary
mirror without overcon.tralnt. The primary mirror supportl are
shown in Figure 6-1, and consist of hardened steel balls rolling in
radially oriented grooves. The balls are enclosed by flexible metal
bellows which retain some lubricant to insure that no welding will
take place. The mirror is held against the steel balls by springs.
The four vane spider suspends the secondary mirror assembly and
the focal plane at prime focus. The {our vane spider iii generally
standard for telescopes because it produces lela diffraction e!!ecU
in the image. This conventional configuration does have the disadvantage
that the stiffness resisting torsional oscilla.tion of the secondary
mirror assembly is quite low. For this rea eon, Orbiting Astronomical
Observatorie s have made use of a modified spider which somewhat
sacrifices the diffraction effects for a stiffer mounting of the secondary.
In the present case, added bracing will stiffen the secondary mirror
mount through the launch phase, and will be removed by the operator
immediately after launch.
oJ W. FECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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After the bracing on the secondary mirror !s removed, the
order -of-magnitude value s of natural frequencie 5 for the
secondary will be 10 cps for torsional oscilla.tion about the
optical axis, 100 cps for rotations about a diameter, and
80 cps for tranelation along the optical axis. The final values
should be low enough that the frlnge counters used in the
interferometers will be able to follow the vibration. (otherwise
the system will be difficult to align with the operator present),
yet should be as stifi as possibe. Good damping is de sirable
since absolute positioning is not dependent on the stability
of the spider elements. Damping can be provided in the
fastened joints, and by use of laminated materials.
Tensioning the epider vanltS provides a means of controlling
the natural frequencies of the secondary. The tension is
provided by two spring aesemblie.. Mechanical actuators,
described in the "Alignment System" sectlon, provide a means
for fine alignme nt in spa ce.
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120-INCH ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE
WEIGHT BUPCET
Pr imary Mirror
Primary Mirror Cell
Structural Tube Aeeembly
Thermal ShLelcling
Secondary Ring, Spider., Mount and. Secondaries
Refractor. and MounU
Ba.ffles and Shielding
. Alignment Sen.ora
Bladder. and Auxiliary Launch Support.
Ele ctrank I
Experiments (Including guidance sen.ing at focal plane)
GUidance, AuxUlary Life Support, etc.
TOTAL
1800lb
Z800lb
20001b
1500 Ib
1850 Ib
750lb
5201b
5001b
370lb
ZOO lb
12290
2500 1»
5000lb
19790 lb
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7.0 THERMAL ANALYSIS
Thermal gradients within tile satellite will affect both the
structure and the optical elements. The most damaging
I
effects will be caused by the transverse gradients. These
will warp the .structure causing decentering of the 8econdary
mirror and tend to ca.use astigmatism in the mirrors. The
ambient temperature for the telescope is considered and the
problem of distortion of the primary mirror caused by
alternate viewing of space and the earth has also been investigated.
For simplicity, it has been assumed that a transverse thermal
gra.dient will eXist within the structure, and that the temperature
of any point in the structure 18 directly proportional to the dis·
tance from a neutral axis which is at the mean temperature of the
structure. The maximum temperature difference between points
on opposite sides of the structure is (t T)L. The transverse
gradient will cause the structure to bend to a radius R with tile
center of curv&ture on tile cool side. R can be determined:
R •
d
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where
n is the coefficient of expansion of the .truciure
and
d is the diameter of the structure.
The deflection at the secondary mirror due to the tranBveree
gradient is:
hZ._.
ZR
where
h is the length of structure between the primary and
eecondary mirrors
The tilt of the eecondary can also be determined:
Q • 1
- .R
nh (~T)r.
d
In the case of the orbiting telescope, (L T)L will vary in time
as will the direction of the gradient. For purposes of calculating
the motion of the structure as inputs to the alignment .y,tem, it
was assumed tbat (L T)L varied sinusoidally with time having a
90 minute period. Tbe calculated temperature time relationships
for the OAO indicate that this is a reasonable aJlsumption.
Inserting values for an aluminum structure of 130 inch diameter
and ZOO inches long r ••ll1ts in a decentration of .OZ5 inche. for
..I. W. FECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO .
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a ( b T) of 6~. It is within the capacity of the alignment
L
s~rvo to handle motioruJ of this magnitude and 1t should be
p?8s1ble to .bield the .tructure to keep the gradients to tbis
value.
The astigmatism produced by thermal gradients within the
structure will be negligible if the three-point mounUi are made
to be thermally insulating and if the entire surface of the mirror
is aluminized to minimize radiative transfer of neat between
ttle mirror and the .tructl.U"e. Calculations show that th.e
temperature gradient in the mirror (using dimension. assumed
in this .tudy) will be less than that of the structure by a factor
of about ZOO under steady state conditions. With the nign heat
capacity of the primary mirror and the transient conditions
Qbtained in the .tructure, the tranaver.e gradients will be even
leu. Under the steady state conditions, a gradient of (~T) •
L
aCT in the structure could be tolerated.
A specific ambient temperature £01' the telescope cannot be
recommended without further study and experimQnts. A great
many factors favor a low temperature. R eceivera perform
better, the thermal conductivity of tne structure and mirrors
oJ. W. FECKER DJVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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increases while the coe£ficients of expansion decrease. However,
the primary mirror is made with three materials; the beryllium
I
I
base metal. the Kanigen coating on the surface and the sUver-
I ,
I '
.lithiurn brazing material used to attach the back face plate •.
Tests would be required to assure that no distortion of the mirror
would be caused by bi-metal effects before a specific temperature
can be recommended.
A:A important que.tion is whetbAsr the alteJ:nate viewing of spa.ce
and the earth wID distort the primary mirror sufficiently to
ca.use a 1086 of available exposure time. It is aS5umed that the
o
mirror 11 at a temperature of 460 R and it has an eminivity of
Q.OS. The area factor wID be about 0.045 at the center aI. the
mirror and 0.040 at the edge. When viewing space, assumed to
be at absolute zero, the mirror will radiate 0.0174 Btu per
ft.2. hr. When it view. the earth, with an effective black body
otemperatllre of 460 R, the net transfer 1s zero. The heat that is
radiated to space i. rec.eived by the mirror as radiation from
the structure at both front and back surfaces. Therefore, about
bali oi. the heat must be conducted from the back surface, thus
8itaWishing a. front-to-back thermal gradient through the mirror
.J. W. F'ECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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and changing the radius of curvature. For small gradients
su.cn as this. there is no optical degradation otner than de-
focussing. Thu8 a small steady state gradient is perroi.sible.
Tne mirror ",ill alternately see space and the eann for periods
of about 45 mlnl.ltaseacn in the most severe condition as far
ae tnermal diet\lrbances aze concerned.. The average neat
exchange through a cycle is a 1088 of about 0.0087 Btu per
Zft. hr. which might be considered a steady state or average
condition. The deviation from this condition wUl be ~y a flux
of i o. 0087 Btu per ft. Zhr. for periods of 45 minutes giving
Z
a net neat exchange during a hal! cycle of .0065 Btu per ft. .
11 this amount of heat were instantaneously intreduced into the
ofront face plate. the temperature would riBe by O. OOOZ 1'. If
this value existed ae a thermal gradient acrose the mirror. it
. would result in negligible focal shift. Therefore. it is quite
safe to assume that no exposur~ time will be lost due to the
thermal trans ients within the mirror •
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8.0 MlCROMETEOROlD DAMAGE
Tne optical element most vulnerable to micrometeoroid damage
is the primary mirror. A micrometeoroid that impinges at
very high velocity directly on the mirror surface wUl penetrate.
causing spalling from the back auljace. The damage. in optical
terms. will be a small hole in the reO-ecting 8urface that will
cauae a diffraction image at the focal plane. It is improbable
that the surface surrounding the hole will be distorted.
The optical effect of many pits will be directly proportional to
the total area of the pits. Since each pit is small. its Airy disc
will be large compared to the Airy diac of the system. U the
number of pits were allowed to increase to the point where the
intensity of the diffraction images of the pits was equal to the
intensity of the main diffraction 1m age. the re80luticn would
correspond to that of a system having an aperture equal in size
to the average pit diameter. This. of course. would be an
extreme case. It seemS reasonable to conaider that the ayatem
will no longer diffraction limited when the illumination due to
the'background (scattering due to the pita) is equal to the illu-
mination in the first diffraction ring. When thia condition is
..J. W. FECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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obtained, it becomes somewhat questionable aa to whether tbe
optical elements can be aligned by viewing the diffraction ring••
With this as.umption, tbe Ufe of a diffraction limited system
will be:
where
T •
.0175
S
T II life in years
.0175 • the relative illumination in the first diffract~on ring
S • the fraction of the total area that i8 pitted in one year
The method used to calculate the value of S was recommended by
Mr. John R. Davidson of NASA Langley. From an estimate of
meteoritic nux (Whipple's 1957 estimate(l) was used a8 it is the
most conservative of the recent estimates) the kinetic energies of
each size group of meteoroids was calculated. i:ach impact pro-
duces a pit, the volume of which is proportional to the kinetic energy
of the particle. No constant of proportionality was available for
Kanigen, but it was assumed that the constant would be close to
that for hypervelocity impact on steel. (Z) By assuming that the
craters were hemispherical, a relation between the volume and
(1) As tabulated in NASA TN D-1493
(2) The cOAstant for steel was obtained from Rinehart and Pearson,
"Bebavior of Metals Under Impulsive Loads" ASM 1954
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diameter of a pit obtained. Multiplying the area of a single
pit by the frequency of impacts for each meteor visual
magnitude the value of S for an unshielded mirror waa
obtained. The life of an unshielded mirror would be 11 years.
Since the primary mirror is sllrrounded by a tllbe etructllre
which will intercept all but abollt 34'/0 of the incident meteoroids,
the predicted life of the mirror becomes about 300 years.·
It is interesting to note that the greatest damage is done by
the smallest particle becallse of their greater frequency.
However. there are no meteoroids of less than about one micron
diameter. since for these extremely small particles, the solar
pr.es8ure exceeds the solar gravitation and the particles are
blown away from tbe solar system •
..J. W. FECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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9.0 GUIDANCE INPUTS
The scope of the present study is limited to the determination
of the availability of guide stars that might be used. The
original concept of the telescope, before any study was made
of the cqnfiguration, was one having an extremely narrow field.
The optical configuration that were obtained had larger fields
so that, except for experiments with the !/Z or f/8 configura-
tions, there should be aufficient guide stars within the corrected
field for guiding.
Estima tes indicate that with a lZO inch aperture, star. of the
sixteenth magnitude will provide sufficient light for guiding.
Of course, response time can be improved by use of brighten
stars. Estimates l indicate tha.t there are 1500 stars per square
degree (mean value) of sixteenth magnitude. If the guiding
signal is obtained by splitting each star image into two parts
and balancing the light between the two, three guide stars are
required for a compiete fix of the telescope podtion. Based on
sixteenth magnitude stars mean density there would be between
4 and 5 guide stars in the f/8 field. In regions of low star
density, it is likely that there would not be 3 or even Z stars
1
Seares, Van Rhijn, Joyner and Richmond, Astrophysical Journal 6Z, no (19Z5)
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within the corrected image. In this event, a comatlc image
outside of the corrected field might be div ided in a radial
direction. T his divides the image about its axis of symmetry
and permits guiding from an otherwise unusable image. The
curved field of the f/30 configuration presents no problem in
guiding as the guiding sensors can be focussed independent from
the experiment .
..J. W. FECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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APODIZATION
An important branch of astronomy is the measurement of double stars, but many
I
double star s are too close together to be toe sol ved from the lurface of the earth•
.A large orbiting telelcope might make a real contribution toward this problem,
but in a telescope free of atmospheric turbulence, the image of a star i. a
small disc (the Airy disc) surrounded by rings of decrea.ing brightne ... A
w~ak star close to a bright one may be invisible if its image lies in these rings.
This problem is of little praotical importance for ordinary tele.copes where
the blur of the air wa8hes out the rings, but in the orbiting cale, dl.!fraction •
may set the limit on what can be 88en, and it ie appropriate to ask if anything
can be done about it. As part of thi••tudy, a preliminary investigation was
carried out which is summarized here.
The primary mirror of a telescope is normally the aperture stop, and one
might expect to apply the apodization to it; but apodlzing requires discarding
some of the light, and would penalize other experiments not needing the effect.
U an optical system is used to observe an object on the axis, any part can be
called the aperture stop, and in particular, a secondary mirror can be
specially apodized for this purpose, or an apodizing fUter can be inserted
near the focal plane.
T.he mathematical relation between the functions which define the geometry,
phase, and amplitude of the aperture (the pupil 01' aperture function), and the
J. W. FECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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spread function of the image of a point, is a Fourier transform.
Let us assume F (~ () is the exit pupil function and U ( X'1) h the
amplitudE:' of illumination in the image plane.
Then (1)
The pupil function is generally:
F( ~ I ~) =A(SIt)e-{ ~ J ($, t)
where
A ( (3, ~ ) represenh the out-going wave amplitude,
e- -e..J.1 (B,tk epresents the phaae, and
{j.(~, t) is the system's wave aberration.
The illumination produced by a point in the image plane il
where. represents the complex conjugate.
For a geometrically perfect system (diffraction limited) and without
defocusing.
If the transparency of the system is uniform acrol. the exit pupil
With-these simplifications, the image of a point produced by a system
with circular pupil is the classical Airy disc .
(Z)
(3)
(4)
.J. W. F'ECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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where J 1 is the first order Bessel function, and
Z= r +~
where: D • clear aperture of the system
R ~ focal length
.r :E polar radius in the diffraction image
For a system that is diffraction limited, and has uniform transparency
(5)
(6)
and central obscuration, the illumination expression becomes:
A ()J2 +r J ( a2 1 2 1J. (f,)
r- ' '()"" [' J, II (') L· ~ I ii, -2 A I A -[ ()( 'J): 1\1 i! + 1\, ~, {/\, V\1 2,
where
vt~ is the system's semi-aperture angle
(j..: is the obscuration's semi-aperture angle
I '~l > rAl
(7)
(8)
(9)
This is the case of the reflecting telescope with a secondary mirror
obscuring part of the aperture •
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The resolving power for optical systems with the same diameter changes
with the obscuration ( 120" in the present case).
..
The effects of the obscuration are:
1. To decreilse the radius of the first black ring.
2. To decrease the illumination in the central maximum.
3. To relocate the rings.
4. To increa8e the illuminatien in the secondary rings.
Considering only '1, and the Rayleigh criterion, the resolving power increases
with the obscuration, but, considering the Sparrow crite\"i,on, the resolving
power decreases. That ill, the telescope is improved or degraded according to
what you are trying to do with it.
The angular resolving power (Rayleigh) for a 120" telescope without obscuration
h 0.042 seconds of arc for a wavelength of 0.5 microns. This is the radius of
the Airy disc to the first dark ring.
For a Cassegrain system, 120" and 250;, obscuration, the angular resolving
power is .03825 seconds of arc.
Because «entral obscuration both reduces the light in the Airy disc and
increases the light in the rings around it, the loss in contrast is more
striking. Without obscuration, the first ring 11 1/57 as bright as the center
.J. W. F' EC K E R 0 I V I S ION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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of the disc; with 25% obscuration. it is 1/24 as bright.
Hence. without obscuration. a companion star. 57 times fainter than the main
star, will be obliterated in the first ring. However. a companion star 27
times fainter than the main star, will be obliterated in the first ring for a
cassegrain system of 250/, obscuration.
By apodizing the system it is possible to reduce or eliminate this problem.
The apodization can be achieved in three different ways:
1. By changing the size and shape of the exit pupil
Z. By changing the transm1saion. A ( (J,o ), in expreuion (1)
3. By changing the phase locally. in expression (2)
It is not possible to prescribe a general apodizing. It is always necessary to
apodize for particular cases.
In the present case the problem is to apodize a Cassegrain system o{ 120"
aperture operating at f/30 {or detecting double stars 0.08 to O. 16 seconds of
arc apart. Stars further apart will be relatively easy.
There is great deal of theoretical literature on this subject by Luneberg,
Barakat, Lan.raux, Boivin. Steel, Mar~chal, and athers. The various
papers differ in the assumptions that are made and the task that the author
sets himself. None of the papers exactly describes the present problem, which
is to suppress the light in the first two or three rings around the Airy disc,
oJ. W. F"ECKER DIVISION AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
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without broadening the disc appreciably and without too much 10.. of light.
Luneberg l in particular posed a series of particular problems:
o
1. What pupil function gives the greatest intensity at the center
of the image for a given total energy?
2. What pupil fl,lnction gives the greatest intensity at the center
for· a given total energy and a given distance to the first
dark ring?
3. What pupil function puts the most energy into a given circle?
BarakatZ has reviewed work since 1944 on these problems.
Question #1 has been explored in detail by Jacquinot for specifications,
in spectroscopy.
Questions #2 and #3 have been treated by Luneberg, Oster~erg, Barakat,
Lansraux, Boivin, and others (see Barakat, loco cit. for references).
In all cases. they deal with optical s11tems without obscuration.
1 R. K. Luneberg. Mathematical Theory of Optics. Brown University
Mimeographed Lecture Notes, Providence, 1944, pp. 386~395.
2
.R. Barakat in Ad'iances in Optics, North-Holland, Amsterdam,
1961, pp. 61-108,
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For Buch systems, the best apodization, as far as we know, has been
achieved by Lansraux3 , using transparency functions generated by general
polynomials up to the 10th degree. For the stars 0.08 second8 apart, the
Lansraux apodization could provide a gain in Sparrow resolution of as much
as 100, assuming the differential thre8hold and the latitude of the photographic
emulsion are adquate.
To illustrate the situation, and our preliminary and partial understanding of it,
8ee Figures lI-I and II-2. In Figure 1I-1 we can see the influence of the
Cassegrain central obscuration compared with a clear aperture, both passing
the same energy, 1. e. the expoSure in the second cale is 0{4)2 longer than
in the first. It will be seen that 25% obscuration produces a small but not
trivial effect.
Figure II-2 shows what can be done by Lansraux apodization for unobstructed
apertures. The picture is much enlarged compared with Figure II-I.
It will be seen that light can be squeezed almost completely out of the first
diffraction ring and contrast can be much increased for a chosen location of
the second star.
It should be emphasized again that Figure II-Z dOtllil not include any allowance
for the influence of central obscurationJwhich ill the whole point of Figure n-l.
Calculation8 for this case are laborious but not otherwise forbidding. However,
the better indication ia to reduce the central obscuration a8 much as possible.
3 G. Lansraux, Diffraction Instrumental, Editions de la Revue d'Optique, Paris, 1953
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In particular, high resolving power is apt to demand a very long focal length
to avoid the grain of the film, and such a long foca.l length requires large
magnification at the secondary, approximately ZO to SO time8. Such a
secondary mirror need not obscure more than about I/ZO to 1/50 of the aperture,
which is negligible. The only obstacle to keeping the obscuration small h
mechanical, not optical•
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